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Freshman year is a
very overwhelming time for
most students. They are being
thrown into a new school–one
significantly larger than middle
school–with new teachers, new
classmates and students much
older and more mature than they
are. This can be nerve-racking
for any 14-year-old.

But freshmen, fear no
more. Adjustment Counselor
Ms. Kathryn Crawford has
come up with a solution that
will make incoming students
feel a bit more comfortable –
the Buddy Up Club.

“I went to high school
with my husband. He had just
moved to the town and was
feeling out of place. When we

Buddy Up
By: Jenn Robinson

talked about it years later, he
told me he disliked school. I
loved high school. It is amazing
how people can have vastly
different feelings about the
same experience [high school].
The difference is knowing
people and feeling connected to
the school and community. His
experience is what has inspired
me to create this program,” said
Crawford.

The Buddy Up Club
pairs older students who feel
comfortable with the school
with new students who need a
little help becoming familiar
with it. This includes freshmen
and students who transfer from

a different school.
“I focus on students’

social and emotional
problems,” explained Craw-
ford. Because of this, she meets
students who do not feel they
belong and have trouble staying
in school all day and
socializing.

Through Buddy Up,
students will be paired with
mentors who will check in with
them during the course of the
day, help them with problems
they may be experiencing, and
encourage them to become
more involved. They will
simply befriend them. 

“There is an

emotional piece involved with
coming to school. The kids who
don’t connect are the ones at
risk for dropping out,” she said

Crawford also hopes
that the program will benefit the
mentor as well as the buddy.
“Hopefully, it will increase their
self-esteem, the morale of the
school and give them a
purpose,” she said.

To become involved
with Buddy Up, students need
to contact Crawford who is
located in Office 4, the office
in the far right corner above the
library. From there, students are
required to obtain one teacher
recommendation and fill out an
interest survey in order to be
paired up appropriately.

Buddy Mentors l-r: Mac Borgellas, Lauren Beland, Mario Andrade, Diana Ramos, and Cedric Wright
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It’s here! It’s here! The
dawn of a new day has come
upon us. The new mascot
uniform is in and ready for
action. Boys and girls can
rejoice as their furry friend is
back with a new “blue” look.

The new uniform cost
about $1,400 and was raised to
give our friendly “Baldwin” a
total well-deserved makeover.
Former mascot, journalism
student, and 2007 graduate,

Craig Bonin, led the fundraising
last year.

With a call to The Sun
Chronicle, the community’s
support and lunchroom
canning, Bonin raised the
money needed to purchase the
uniform.

“When I was the
mascot, I did it because I
genuinely loved doing it.
However, I didn’t care for the
condition the suit was in and its

effects on my health. After
wearing the moldy suit in messy
weather conditions, I decided it
was time to do something about
it,” said Bonin.

AHS sports teams will
have a more adrenaline pumped
up vibe as the mascot brings
new life to the crowd.

“I was the first one to
try it on. I took it out of the box
and I like this mascot better than
the old one,” said Brianna
Chatfield (12).

Being the school
mascot is a coveted position and
a privilege. As a mascot you
don’t just represent your school
but your community. Having
spirit, dedication, maturity and
the ability to withstand hot
temperatures is required for the
job.

“Being the mascot
feels good. At times it is
difficult but most times it’s
rather easy,” said school mascot
Ben Skerker (11).

Wearing the mascot
uniform makes you a role
model. Elementary and middle
school students look up to you
and welcome the mascot’s
presence. Children stop playing
their games at the football
games and say hi to the mascot,
giving him a high five now and
then.

“It feels good to be
looked up to and be considered
a role model to the community,”
said Skerker.

The mascot also
performs with the cheerleaders
during cheers and sometimes
the half-time show. He will help
pump up the crowd and grab
their attention, encouraging
them to be involved in the
cheers.

The time of a new era
has come, as the mascot proudly
supports all the sports teams in
his new blue form. There is no
more moldy, sweat soaked,
worn out uniform for this eagle.

Dawn of New Eagle
By: Dan Silveira

 New Mascot
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Harry Potter fans
recieved their last dose of
literature this summer with the
release of book seven – Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows
– on July 21. However, Potter
author J.K. Rowling, has fans
buzzing again. No, she’s not
writing a new book – she’s
forced everyone’s favorite
headmaster out of the closet.

On Friday, Oct 19,
Rowling released a statement
confirming that Albus
Dumbledore, the headmaster of
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry from the Harry
Potter series, is indeed
homosexual. According to
CNN.com, Dumbledore had
been in love with rival sorcerer,
Gellert Grindelwald, before he
killed him in battle.

Rowling stated that
Dumbledore’s love was his
“great tragedy,” leaving him
distraught and “blind”
(<cnn.com>).

The outing of
Dumbledore, who (spoiler
alert!) tragically passed away at
the hands of evil in book 6, The
Half-Blood Prince, is beginning
to raise eyebrows with fans and
critics alike. The series is over,
and Dumbledore’s sexual

orientation doesn’t affect any
major plot points.

“She’s the author – she
can do what she wants. I don’t
really care, because it has
nothing to do with the story,”
said Jennafyr Giuffrida (11).

On the other hand,
Lucas Mello (11) feels that
Rowling’s decision was a bad
one. “What’s the point of that
if he’s dead?” Mello
questioned.

Giuffrida is
concerned, however, with the
reputations of Harry Potter and
Dumbledore. “The only thing
that bothers me is that people
are going to start talking about
Dumbledore and Harry’s
relationship.”

Rowling made similar
predictions about fans’
reactions. “Oh my God, the fan
fiction!” she stated, as reported
on CNN.com.

But not all people
think that Rowling’s decision
was negative – websites,
message boards, and blogs are
popping onto the radar in
support of Dumbledore’s
h o m o s e x u a l i t y .
Dumbledorepride.com is
selling T-shirts featuring a
g l a m o r o u s - l o o k i n g

Dumbledore with the slogans
“Wizards are gay,” and “We
always knew.” A percentage of
the T-shirt proceeds go to
organizations for the positive
portrayal of homosexuality in
the media.

One of society’s
favorite book series now carries
a sexual connotation,
confirming the beliefs of those
who were suspicious of
Dumbledore’s orientation to
begin with.

“Now we know what
he saw in the Mirror of Erised,”

said Laura Devine (11).

Wizard Headmaster Outed
By: Sarah Surprenant

T-shirt from Dumbledorepride.com
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How is it possible, in
this lifetime, that we, as a
country who believes in equal
rights, can still believe in beliefs
and ideas proven to be
inaccurate? The answer is fear.

Society holds certain
myths about gay men and
women.  One of them is that
being gay is an illness that can
be cured with medication and/
or good sex with a member of
the opposite sex.

The American
Psychiatric Association
removed homosexuality from
its list of mental illnesses in
1973 and the American
Psychological Association did
the same a year later. 

In order to “cure”
homosexuality, a homosexual
just needs to have “good sex”
with someone of the opposite
sex. False.
Gayfamilysupport.com states
that many gays and lesbians
have had satisfying
heterosexual relations in their
lifetime, but most gays and
lesbians would never choose to
be sexually active with
members of the opposite sex.

Another myth is that
gay men are paid a lot more than
anyone else. “Gay men who live
together earn 23 percent less
than married men, and 9 percent
less than unmarried

heterosexual men who live with
a woman,” said a recent study
done by the University of New
Hampshire Whittemore School
of Business and Economics
(<http://www.medindia.net/
news/Homosexual-Men-Suffer-
Discr imina t ion-a t-Work-
28541-1.htm>).

Massachusetts was
one of the first states to legalize
gay marriage and is home to one
of the only insurance companies
that will allow a gay man or
woman to claim their partner on
their insurance. The
Commonwealth is also home to
one city that has an openly gay
mayor and another one whose
population is predominately
gay.

According to the
National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force National Anti-Gay/
Lesbian Victimization Report,
45 percent of gay males and 20
percent of lesbians surveyed
reported having experienced
having experienced verbal
harassment and/or physical
violence during high school as
a result of their orientation.

In 1993, the Report of
Massachusetts Governor ’s
Commission on Gay and
Lesbian Youth, said that 97
percent of public high school
students reported hearing
homophobic remarks by their
peers, 53 percent reported
hearing remarks made my
school staff members.

The late gay activist
Harvey Milk once said, “If
a bullet should enter my
brain, let that bullet destroy
every closet door.”

Gay Myths, Busted
By: Katie Tadlock

Photo advertising gay rights in Prague 
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“That’s so gay.”
“Faggot.” “What a homo.”
These are just a few of the
words and phrases that can be
heard on a daily basis in the
halls of almost every high
school in America. Is there
something that our generation
can do about it?

“I have faith that in
five years, times will have
changed enough to alter our
snapshot here. And in ten years.
And in fifteen years. This is a
remarkable time to be queer in
America,” said David Levithan,
as stated in his book The Full
Spectrum.

With the many
marches and movements to help
pass the bill to legalize gay
marriage in New England, this
generation is doing something
about it.

We are making our
voices heard about the hate and
discrimination that is going on
in our country and telling
everyone who will listen that,
“It’s okay to be gay.”

“Before I came out to
my students, I heard a lot more
of the ‘that’s so gay’ comments.
Once I came out to them
though, it became more
apparent that they were being
more careful with what they
were saying,” said science
teacher and GSA co-advisor,
Ms. Deanna Wells-Scott.

“Things are changing
fast, and they’re not changing
fast enough. We know who we

are, our friends know who we
are, our families (for the most
part) know who we are, and we
are all able to look our identities
in the eye. It’s the rest of the
culture, the rest of society, that
hasn’t quite gotten it yet. We
still don’t have equal rights.

“We still can’t walk
most streets holding hands
without that fear creeping in.
We are still seen by our
protestors more for what we are
rather than who we are. But a
change is going to come. Maybe
in five years. Maybe in ten.
Maybe longer. Maybe sooner,”
as stated by Levithan in, The
Full Spectrum.

Levithan is
completely right, things are
changing fast, but not fast
enough. In this day and age, it
should be okay for a gay couple
to be able to walk down the
street holding hands.

They should also be
able to attend a heterosexual
wedding without being harassed
or walk around a supermarket
without receiving strange looks
from other customers or
employees.

“We’re afraid to travel
too. We simply will not travel
out of New England for fear of
what could happen to us,” said
a source who requested
anonymity.

“We are the enigma.
The way it is in Massachusetts
is not the way it is in the rest of
the country,” said history

teacher and GSA co-advisor,
Ms. Donna Shirman.

So, who is to blame for
all the slang and derogatory
terms used when referencing
homosexuals?

“I blame online
gaming for the use of the
phrase, ‘that’s so gay’ I can’t tell
you how many times I’ve been
playing a game and I’ll look
over at the little chat screen and
someone will have said it about
a move I made or something,”
said the anonymous source.

Take this for example:
what if you were in high school
in the 1980s or 1990s, when the
AIDs virus was becoming more
prevalent in society and the
word “gay” was just starting to
be used as a homosexual
reference, and you happened to
dress a lot differently than most
people?

What do you think
people would say to you? Do
you think they would have
accepted you because you were
different?

Probably not. “I was
called faggot a lot, and homo.
It wasn’t because I had come
out and openly said that I was
gay; it was because I was
different. I didn’t even make it
all the way to my senior year of
high school. I was a sophomore
when I decided to drop out,”
said the anonymous source.

Why does society
allow things like this to happen?
Why isn’t it okay for a gay

couple to walk down the street
holding hands, just like a
heterosexual couple?

On television shows,
even in the halls at AHS, when
it comes to sexual orientation,
it appears that there is more
discrimination against boys
than girls. At GSA meetings,
Shirman said that girls are
joining at a higher rate than
boys, even though the club is
open to both sexes.

Shirman has been a
teacher at AHS since 1995 and
the advisor to the Gay Straight
Alliance (GSA) since 1996/
1997. Since she started,
Shirman said she has noticed a
big change in the way certain
things are tolerated.

“I’ve seen tremendous
change, but I want to caution
people that our work isn’t
done,” she said.

Shirman and Wells-
Scott began the GSA to get
people active and in the know
about what is going on in our
society, as well as to give any
g a y / l e s b i a n / b i s e x u a l /
transgendered/queer, and even
straight students, a safe place to
go.  They began holding
meetings on Fridays because
most of the teens who joined,
were afraid of having someone
they knew find out about them.

“I think kids are more
receptive, in theory, to kids with
different sexual orientation. But
I think the pressure to fit in is
there as much as it always has
been,” said Shirman.

Why is Mass one of
the only states to have legalized
gay marriage (for the time
being) when homosexuality
dates back as far as 12,000 BC?
“Near the end of the Upper
Paleolithic Era, human beings
have left artifacts and artwork
suggesting an appreciation of
homo eroticism,” according to
<http://aaronsgayinfo.com/
timeline/timeBC.html>.

In 600 BCE (common
era), the terms Lesbian and
Lesbos were used for the first
time. In the eleventh century
AD, Byzantine society
recognized that gay unions were
well-known and legal.

The first known
conviction for being a lesbian
occurred in 1649 in Plymouth,
Mass when Sarah White
Norman was charged with
“lewd behavior” with Mary
Vincent Hammon (<http://
aaronsgayinfo.com/timeline/
timeBC.html>).

In order to see the
change that needs to happen,
we, as a society, need to band
together and continue working
harder and harder until
someone notices. Someone will
notice and eventually we will all
have equal rights.

“We need to
continually remind people of
the importance of equality. Our
work will not be done until the
phrase, ‘that’s so gay’ is
completely erased from our
vernacular,” said Shirman.

Queer America
By: Katie Tadlock

The GLBT Flag & Gay Rights Symbols
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The GLBT flag is a
multi-colored banner consisting
of stripes as the colors of the
rainbow. This flag, however, is
not just used to represent the
LGBT, but has been used to
represent many cultures and
events throughout history.

The Jewish
Autonomous Oblast, situated in
the far eastern Federal District
of Russia, by the Chinese
border, began using the rainbow
flag in Oct. 1996. Their flag has
seven stripes and is used to
represent the seven-branched
Jewish menorah (<www.eao.ru/
eng/>).

In religion, Noachides
(the people of the Jewish
Autonomous Oblast region) use
rainbow flags and symbols as

signs of their faith. The rainbow
represents their covenant with
God after the flood and the
seven colors representing each
of the laws (<www.eao.ru/eng/
>).

The colors of the
Rainbow Flag have different
meanings:

Red: life
Orange: healing

Yellow: sun
Green: nature
Blue: harmony

Violet: spirit

The flag can be seen
with different variations
including a pink stripe to
represent sexuality or a black
stripe to recognize the gay
community’s battle with AIDs.

In 1961, Italy first
used the Rainbow Flag during
a peace march. This flag was
inspired by similar flags used in
peace protests against nuclear
weapons. The flag became even
more popular in Italy with the
“Pace da tutti I balcony” (Peace
from Every Balcony) campaign
in 2002, which started as a

protest against the impending
Iraq war. The most common
Italian “peace” flag is adorned
with seven stripes in seven
different colors: (in order, top
to bottom) purple, blue, azure,
green, yellow, orange, and red.
In the center of the flag was the
word, “PACE,” meaning
“peace” in Italian (<http://
www.bandieredipace.org>).

It wasn’t until 1978
that the rainbow flag became
widely associated with
homosexuality. The flag was
popularized in San Francisco,

California by artist Gilbert
Baker. The different colors
represent diversity in the gay
community and the flag is used
predominantly in pride marches
and events.

For the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the Stonewall
Riots held in 1996 in NY, a
mile-long rainbow flag was
created. After the parade, the
flag was cut into sections and
has been displayed around the
world.

History of the LGBT Flag
By: Katie Tadlock

Picture of the LGBT flag
<http://www.capitolpride.org/images/gayprideflag_large.png>

Gangs at Attleboro
High School are more obvious
to me now, more than they were
when I was a freshman. The
flashing of blue and red colors
and bandannas are often what
many students see at the school. 

“We are reviewing
the situation very seriously from
many different aspects. It is
important to understand the
difference between gang-like
activities and actual gangs,”
said Superintendent of
Attleboro Public Schools Dr.
Pia Durkin.

It was obvious to me
that there are gangs at AHS
when the administration sugar
coated many of the questions in
regards to “gangs” when the
questions arose.

I think the
administration is holding back
on information about this topic.
Many teachers and staff
members feared answering
questions because they feared
repercussions of talking too
much to the press, even the
student press.

“Our school is not
dangerous, however, there are
gangs in the school whether you
like it or not. The school can not
put a strong hand on the
problem; you can stop them
from wearing their colors but
you can’t stop them from being
in a gang,” said Marissa
Harnpukdipatima (11).

Many students refer to
the gangs at AHS as “want to-
bes” also known as Hybrid
Gangs, which is to say they are
a gang but don’t necessarily

participate in gang-related
crimes.

Tenth grade Dean
Joseph Connor said, “We have
a problem with group behavior,
but I think this is more of a
clique issue.”

This whole problem
developed from a fight in the B-
2 Cafeteria.

“The fight was
between two students, a
freshman and a sophomore,”
said Connor.

Personally when you
have a group of teenagers
saying they are in a gang, it’s a
problem that needs to be taken
seriously. I don’t believe that
the school is taking it seriously.

“Intolerance is a
problem and gangs are part of
it,” said Dean Karen Johnson.

“There is a possibility
of gangs on an undeveloped
level,” said Assistant Principal
Richard J. Reynolds, adding,
“We are going to research the
issue and see if it’s viable.”

One of the teachers
involved in breaking up the
fight, Mr. Gregg Finale, said
“There is nothing I can say, I
broke up the fight, that’s it.”

The fight was
completely confirmed as non-
gang related from both the
deans and the administration.

Ninth grade Dean
Brian Downey has been a dean
of all grades for five years. He
has seen it all. “Over the last
two years it has been more
prevalent that there are gangs at
AHS,” said Downey.

Gangs
By: Joey Lazzerini

Okay, asking for my
opinion about the gang issue is
pretty much like opening
Pandora’s Box; you never know
what you might get. Here goes.

I’m an office aid in the
tenth grade office of Attleboro
High School. To think that we,
yes, Attleboro High, could
possibly have one gang, let
alone several, is absurd. But it’s
the truth. Why do we have
gangs? Well, your guess is as
good as mine.

Being an office aid,
you hear and see a lot of the
fights that happen in the school.
One of the fights occurred
recently. Gang related? Surely
you’re kidding me.

The definition of
“gang” is “a group of
youngsters or adolescents who
associate closely, often
exclusively, for social reasons,
especially such a group
engaging in delinquent

behavior,” states diction-
ary.com.

The fight was between
a freshman and a sophomore
and was broken up by teachers
and students. When you’re a
freshman, you’re either 14 or 15
years old. As a sophomore,
you’re between 15 and 16 years
old, typically.

Why are you in a gang
or even thinking about being in
a gang at that age? There’s no
need for it. I’ll admit that there
is a difference between hanging
out with a group of friends and
calling them your “gang” and
hanging out with friends to do
drugs or engage in delinquent
activities.

Unless you were
actually at the fight, it’s not fair
to say that anything was “gang
related.” The fight was between
two people, although it did look
like more were involved.

Honestly though, if

you see a fight break out,
wouldn’t you sit/stand there and
watch? That’s exactly what a lot
of teens were doing. They
weren’t involved.

Fights are nothing new
to any of the staff or students in
the school. You may not see
one, but you hear about it
through the grapevine.

In one of my classes,
we’ve talked about gangs in
Attleboro and how they are not
nearly as tough as the gangs in
Boston or in the Bronx.

I’m sorry but when I
heard this was supposedly
“gang related,” I laughed. All of
the media I saw about the
incident, had blown things
completely out of proportion. I
feel things could have been
handled by the media better and
that they shouldn’t have made
the fight sound like it was gang
related, thereby getting the
television stations involved.

Gang Related
By: Katie Tadlock
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After quietly opening
for a few days to test things out
during the last week of Oct. the
school store held their grand
opening on Nov. 1. On opening
day, students, family and friends
were greeted with free
cupcakes.

The school store was
named The Bombardier
Bunker. Mrs. Monique
LaPlume the ILA for the LMC
and Special Education teacher
Mrs. Judy Collito set up a
suggestion box in B1 cafeteria
giving students the chance to
submit possible names.

Collito and LaPlume
then narrowed the suggestions
down to five by eliminating
inappropriate suggestions. They
then put the five names into a
hat and the grade 11 dean, Mrs.
Karin Johnson did the honor of
reaching in and picking one out.
The name was a collaborative
effort stemming from the
original name The Bomber
Bunker.

Since naming the store
was not a contest there was no
winner however, Collito and
LaPlume decided to have a
fiftieth customer prize. The
winner of the prize was Amanda

Correllus (10).  The prize was
a T-shirt and a $5 gift card to
the reality check store.

The Bombardier
Bunker is located in B1
cafeteria near the lunch line and
is opened daily during C block.

The Bombardier
Bunker was created for a few
reasons. The ultimate reason
was to promote school spirit.  It
also offers a working
environment for students in the
ALP Special Education
program to gain real life work
experience.

“The Bombardier
Bunker is spectacular. I think it
will definitely help to produce
a lot more school spirit,” said
Sana Jameel (10).

The Bombardier
Bunker consists of various
items. The Booster Club sells
athletic sweatshirts for $40,
Attleboro sweatshirts for $25,
knit hats for $12, socks for $3,
head bands for $10, an
Attleboro blanket for $45, an
Attleboro license plate cover
for $5 , long sleeve shirts for
$15, Attleboro bags ranging
from $6-$12, a collared shirt for
$15, and t-shirts ranging from

$6-$10. The money raised from
selling these items goes to the
Booster Club so they can but
more supplies to at other school
events.

The Bombardier
Bunker also consists of other
miscellaneous items not sold by
the Booster Club that help re-
fund the school store. These
items include things like a
window clang for $3, pom-
poms for $1.50, rulers for 75
cents, folders for 26 cents, smile
key chains for $1.50, a
calculator keychain for $2,
pencils for 25 cents, mini
highlighters for 50 cents, clip
pens for $1, a blue AHS
keychain for $2.50 and fancy
pencils for  50 cents.

“I think The
Bombardier Bunker is an
amazing asset to our school,”
said Ashley Zimmerman (10).

LaPlume and Collito
manage the store with the help
of the rotation of two of
Collito’s students. Everything
students purchase goes towards
helping out some part of our
school. To learn more stop by
the store or visit its website at
http://www.freewebs.com/
bombardierbunker/.

Bombardier Bunker
By: Gary Smith

Students enjoy free cupcakes on the grand opening day

Fiftieth Customer
Amanda Correllus
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Near the end of
school last year, Assistant
Principal Ms. Ann Zmudsky
and teachers Mr. Arthur
Hapenny and Mr. Tom
Librera decided to establish a

program where students could
develop relationships with
special education students and
with other high school students.

Special education
teacher Ms. Judy Collito was

named the club coordinator and
it soon became known as the
Friendship Club.

The idea for the
program came from the “best
buddies” concept, which states

that no one should feel
left out. There is no
limit on the number of
members in the club
and individuals don’t
have to go to every
meeting.

Senior Class Co-
president Chris Laureano was
once part of the special
education program because he
was diagnosed with Asbergers
Syndrome, a form of autism.

Loreano said, “I was
able to relate to what problems
students in special education
have after being involved in the
program. I see the Friendship
Club as my way of giving back
to the community, after all the
support I received.”

The Friendship Club
meets after school on
Wednesdays from 2-3 p.m. It
allows students to hang out with
friends, play games, and eat
snacks, which are supplied. “It’s
a way for different kinds of
students to connect,” said
Collito.

The students who are
part of Friendship Club enjoy
it for different reasons.  Andrew
Lee said, “I like the arts and
crafts and I have fun with my
friend.”

Jillian Haggerdy said,
“I enjoy playing games with my
friend Brittany.”

Alyssa Dasilva said, “I
like to make cookies, play
games, and hang out with my
friend Brittany.”

Michelle Labvre said,
“I have a special needs brother
myself and I always wanted to
work with special needs people.
I think they are amazing people
with great hearts.”

If interested in joining,
see Collito in the special
education department (148D)
for a permission slip to join.

You Have a Friend in Me
By: Rachel Lemay

Some Friendship Club Members
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As the 2007-2008
winter cheerleading season
starts up, the AHS cheerleaders
are in the spotlight yet again.
The team won their thirteenth
straight league championship
and their second consecutive
regional championship in the
fall. They also placed third at
states.

Now the team begins
another season where they want
to accomplish bigger goals than
the previous winter along with
the help of some boys.

Last winter season
was the first ever coed
cheerleading team at AHS. Last
year’s team set the bar high for
this year by winning Nationals.
John Petraca (2007 graduate)
and Nick Mazurkiewicz (11)
made up the new male part of
the cheerleading team.

The girls will work
with two guys again this year to
form another coed team. Tim
Redding (10) is joining
Mazurkiewicz (11).

“I choose to be a
cheerleader because not only is
it a great experience but I can
work on my fitness. Plus, who
doesn’t want to be on a winning
team,” said Redding.

“The pressure of being
a male cheerleader is next to
none because I have overcome
the funny jokes about being
one. This year will just be the

same as last year,” said
Mazurkiewicz.

The captains for this
year’s winter team are seniors
Nikki Currier, Shasta Murray,
Allison Haggerty, and Kara
Blais.

“We had a few goals
since we have lost many
talented cheerleaders from
last year’s team, so we just
tried to be the best we could
be and get our league title and
our bid for Nationals. We
aren’t completely finished
because we still have a whole
other season ahead of us,”
Haggerty said, adding, “It’s a
lot of fun having guys on the
team because they want to be
there as much as we do.”

Knowing the team’s
abilities, Coach Natalie
Ferrara has them set for
another big year. She isn’t
putting a lot of pressure on the
team though because she
knows this is a different team
and she doesn’t want to
compare the two teams. 

“We are a very
different team than last winter,
but Coach Ferrara knows what
we can become and that’s why
she pushes us,” said Haggerty.

The cheerleaders
look forward to another
successful season and
returning to Fla. this spring for
Nationals.

A - Are you a Bomber?
 H - Have you got spirit?

   S - Stand up and cheer it
By: Dan Silveira

Stand Up and Cheer with AHS Bomb Squad

 

“It’s a way for different
kinds of students to
connect.”        Ms. Collito
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http://www.freewebs.com/
bombardierbunker/
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The Clothesline
Project is a program that
addresses the issue of domestic
violence by making anti-
violence T-shirts. The program
was started in 1990 in Hyannis,
Mass. at an annual “Take Back
The Night,” an international
march and rally to speak out
against violence. The
Clothesline Project has been
practiced ever since.

“There are three main
goals of the program: one, to
bear witness to people who
have suffered from domestic
violence, second to help
support the healing of victims
and family members who have
lost a loved one to domestic
violence, and three to help
educate people who don’t know
about domestic violence,” said
New Hope Inc. employee
Nicole Correia.

Victims can start to
move past their suffering by
making T-shirts. Also being
with other victims helps build
up character and self-
confidence. Family members
and friends who make the shirts
are able to both grieve and
remember their loved ones.

New Hope Inc. is
focused on helping domestic
violence and sexual assault

victims. It is located in
Attleboro at 140 Park St. The
hotline for victims in need is
open 24-hours a day. The
number is 1-800-323-Hope
(4673).

Attleboro’s New Hope
Inc. is not the only organization
that practices the Clothesline
Project; the program is a
national effort. Though
different, each organization that
takes part in the Clothesline
Project has one main objective
in common.

“Our main aim is to
help survivors move on and
provide them with a sort of
therapeutic activity. This goes
for family members and friends
as well,” said Correia.

New Hope Inc. does
not color code their T-shirts, but
in some agencies, certain color
T-shirts represent something in
particular.

“We let survivors
choose the color they want,”
said Correia. In most
organizations colored shirts
mean:

*White: women who
were murdered.

*Yellow or beige:
women who were battered or
assaulted.

*Red, pink or orange:
women who were raped or
sexually assaulted.

*Blue or green:
women survivors of incest or
child sexual abuse.

 *Purple: women who
were attacked because of their
sexuality.

“New Hope Inc.
comes in to AHS and runs a
group called the Healthy
Relationships Group once a
week on Tuesdays during the
school day. The group is for
females who are victims of
domestic violence,” said
Adjustment Councilor Susan
Sherck.

This year the T-shirts
were hung in LMC from Oct.
to mid-Dec. The intentions of
New Hope Inc. are clear. 

“We are hoping to
help out students who want to
learn about domestic violence,
teach students how to help
victims, and to let any student,
who may be a victim, know they
are not alone,” said Correia. 

The T-shirts in the
LMC are noticeable and catch
the attention of people passing
by raising awareness in
students.

“As long as the T-
shirts reach one student, they
have served their purpose,” said
Sherck.

T-Shirts Against Domestic Violence
By: Felicia Connolly

T-shirts hanging in LMC

Pictures of T-shirts hanging in the LMC
All photos taken by Felicia Connolly
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“Domestic violence
occurs more often than most
people know,” said AHS
Adjustment councilor Susan
Sherck.

Defined as a violent
act committed against someone
from the immediate family or a
domestic partner, domestic
violence is serious. Nothing of
the sort could ever happen to
me, or to anyone I know ...
right?

People tend to ignore
that something as terrible as
domestic violence exists, but it
does, and it’s all around us.
Remember that all too perfect
family down the street with the
American dream? Domestic
violence can live there. That
cute old couple next door, it
could affect them too. Domestic
violence is not biased; it affects
men, women, straight people,
gay people, transsexuals etc., of
every race.

Imagine meeting the
man/woman of your dreams,
falling in love, getting married
and suddenly things take a
terrible turn. He/she comes
home from a bad day of work,
not quite in the mood to talk and
decide to take their anger out
on their spouse. This happens
daily across the globe.

Though domestic
violence can be found in all
types of homes, most cases
involve a man attacking a
woman (<http://
www.domesticviolence.org/
who-are-the-victims>).
Approximately 960,000
incidents occur yearly against a
current or former spouse. In

2001 women made up 85
percent of victims in intimate
partner relationships, and men
only 15 percent (<http://
www.endabuse.org/resources/
facts/DomesticViolence.pdf>).
A national survey found that
about 50 percent of men who
abused their wives also abused
their children. Studies say that
anywhere from 3.3-10 million
children witness domestic
violence (<http://
www.endabuse.org/resources/
facts/>).

Adults and children
are not the only people affected
by domestic violence, teens are
accountable as well. About one
in three high school students
are/have been, or at some point
will be, in an abusive
relationship. One survey of 500
women ages 15- 24 showed that
60 percent were currently in a
violent relationship according
to the Alabama Coalition
Against Domestic Violence, a
non profit organization (<http:/
/www.acadv.org/dating.html>).

“I hate domestic
violence, it’s a form of physical
abuse and it’s totally
unacceptable,” said Sherck.

Usually, domestic
violence victims first go to a
nurse. “First we deal with the
physical being of the victim,
then we try to find out some
information. Once they’re
comfortable, we bring in an
adjustment councilor,” said
AHS Nurse Cindy Ennes.

AHS has gender
specific groups that focus on
domestic violence. “For boys
we provide anger management

if they had been a criminal in a
domestic violence case or even
a witness to one. We also
educate them about the issue of
domestic violence. For girls we
have a Healthy Relationship
Group where we teach them
information on how a healthy
relationship should be like. The
signs of domestic violence are
discussed in both groups,” said
Sherck.

Anger management
and the Healthy Relationship
Group are not the only method
that AHS uses to deal with
domestic violence.

“ A d j u s t m e n t
counselors deal with cases all
the time. Not only do we handle
dating issues, but also parent
issues at home,” said Sherck.

Usually, domestic
violence is a hard thing to spot
from a distance. There are signs
though that hint at an abusive
relationship. Some of these
signs include injuries
accompanied by excuses,
absences from work and/or
school, low self-esteem, a
change in personality
(becoming more withdrawn),
fear of any conflict, or blaming
themselves for everything
(<http://www.helpguide.org/
mental_domestic_violenceabuse
types_signs_causes_effects.htm>).
If a friend, family member, etc.
shows any of these signs,
confront them and contact New
Hope Inc. at 508-226-4015.

New Hope is a local
nonprofit organization that
makes efforts to end domestic
violence, which is serious and
can affect anyone. New Hope,
Inc. is located at 140 Park St.
in Attleboro.

Beneath the Surface
By: Felicia Connolly

http://crisis-support.org/images/whatdom.gif
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Everyone is familiar
with the term STD, or sexually
transmitted disease. It is taught
in health classes all over
America that in order to avoid
contracting one of the many
STDs, people should practice
abstinence, or at least use a
condom every time they
participate in intercourse.

Everyone knows what
an STD is, but how many
people know what an STI is? An
STI is a sexually transmitted
infection and, apparently, there
isn’t a huge difference between
them. In fact, on several lists
and websites the various
diseases and infections are
interchangeable.

AHS physical
education teacher Mrs. Wendy
DaSilva uses the term STI in her
classes as opposed to STD.

“I use the term STI
because the videos and

information I use in my class
use it. I never really thought
about it before,” said DaSilva.
“However, some infections,
such as bacterial vaginosis and
yeast infections, that are labeled
STDs, can develop due to poor
hygiene. A person doesn’t
necessarily have to have sex to
get either of those, although
they can be spread through
intercourse.”

Both diseases and
infections present symptoms
and both can be transmitted
through intercourse. If the two
terms mean virtually the same
thing, then there has to be some
other reason why there are two
phrases. Perhaps the distinction
lies in the different connotations
placed on the words infection
and disease.

“Maybe calling it an
infection gives people who have
an STD more hope that they can
get over it and move on with
their lives. I don’t think that
calling it an STI is sugar-

coating it though,” DaSilva
said.

The Attleboro High
School nurse Cindy Ennes, said
she has never heard of an STI
but she feels differently about
the weight of the words.

“I think for the general
population the word infection
may sound less chronic;
something that can be treated
and then be forgotten, unlike a
disease, which is often life-
long. It sugar-coats the
seriousness of both STIs and
STDs and that is especially
dangerous for teenagers who
should be aware of the risks
involved in unprotected sex,”
said Ennes.

When people think of
a disease nothing pleasant
comes to mind, and the
definition doesn’t lend any
lighter images either. “A
disordered or incorrectly
functioning organ, part,
structure, or system of the body
resulting from the effect of
genetic or developmental

errors, infection, poisons,
nutritional deficiency or
imbalance, toxicity, or
unfavorable environmental
factors; illness; sickness;
ailment,” is the definition found
on <Dictionary.com>.

With a definition like
that, the word disease doesn’t
stand a chance against all its
negative connotations. At the
merest mention of the word
disease, off-putting thoughts
flood the mind. The word
infection, while still very close
to the word disease, can be
perceived as slightly less
serious though, especially when
it comes to STDs.

“Pre-marital sex is a
huge commitment. Reducing
the gravity of the risk also
reduces the responsibility
placed on the individual,” said
Ennes.

Diseases are often
caused by an infection,
although they can be genetic
and pop up out of nowhere. If
an infection is contracted,

people may think that if they
have caught it early enough they
can stop its progression and
never have to deal with the
disease. The word infection
could be a false sense of
security for their health and
could lull the bearer of the STI
into thinking that it wasn’t their
choice to contract it. Unless
rape is involved, people always
have the choice not to
participate in intercourse.

“I don’t think that
disease sounds like it places any
more responsibility on a person
than infection. There is
definitely a responsibility if
someone contracts an STD, but
the only difference between a
disease and an infection is that
an infection can be contracted
in ways other than sexual
contact. If someone is
participating in sexual
intercourse it should be an
honest relationship, so that no
one contracts anything
unknowingly,” said DaSilva.

STI Anyone?
By: Jenna Giuffrida

Signs for Stopping
Domestic Violence

http://www.domesticviolence.org/
http://who-are-the-victims>
http://www.endabuse.org/resources/
facts/DomesticViolence.pdf>
http://www.endabuse.org/resources/
/www.acadv.org/dating.html>
http://www.helpguide.org/
mental_domestic_violenceabuse
types_signs_causes_effects.htm>
http://crisis-support.org/images/whatdom.gif


“No one understands” is commonly said by
teenage girls everyday. The website gURL.com
welcomes all teenage girls and gives them a place where
they are understood and not alone.

It is a interactive website that allows teenage
girls everywhere to connect, find out, play, show off,
react and explore the many aspects of teenage life. The
site is divided into six sections, each with unique
subsections.
CONNECT

Girls today are dealing with relationships,
family problems, pressure, school, and on top of that,
they spend constant time worrying about themselves and
their image. 

In addition to the many problems teens
encounter, they are also faced with new experiences in
life that many times, they are not informed about, and
may not know who or how to ask.

The lack of self confidence in teen girls makes
it difficult for girls to connect with someone who they

can feel secure talking to about problems and issues
or experiences they encounter.

gURL’s shout out boards allow teens to
connect with girls all over the world. With dozens
of subsections and choices, girls are able to
communicate with other girls going through the
same problems and experiences, enabling them to
take in information and advice on things they were
previously uninformed about or unsure of.

The unique subsections consist of
common and uncommon situations and problems
teenage girls may find themselves in; including
relationships and sex, your body, school, teen
pregnancy, eating disorders, rape support, suicide
support, depression, addiction, abuse support, and
other things in media, sports, sciences/technology,
arts and fashion.

In the shout out boards all signed up users
are allowed to post a conversation starter or join in
a conversation already posted. Conversations are

open to other users to join in and comment on.
Although non users are not able to post a comment
on a conversation they can read conversations
between gURL users.

Sometimes a question in need of
answering is already answered in another
conversation, so girls who aren’t open to talking
can explore themselves and still get advice.

“I am addicted to reading the shout out
boards. The topics are really fun to read about.
It’s really entertaining. I usually check on them
every day. It also feels really good to help girls
who have questions that I can answer,” said
Vanessa Guilherme, a junior at Cumberland High
School.

Every shout out board has rules and
regulations on what is and what is not allowed
and gURL always suggests to never give away any
personal information such as name, phone number
or address to keep all users safe.

gURL.com
By:KaylaCastro
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The <gURL.com> main homepage

Buying new clothes,
fast food and expensive
electronics on your debit card
is simple, quick and
revolutionary. What is many
times unknown and ignored by
debit card holders is how simple
and fast it is for someone else
to buy the same things, on your
debit card.

After reading an
editorial in The Sun Chronicle
newspaper on the dangers of
debit cards I immediately
reacted. I began by writing
down each business that did and
did not ask to see my ID after
reading “See ID” on the
backside of my ATM/Debit
card.

In only one week I
used my ATM/Debit card as a
credit at ten places. I watched
eagerly as the cashier took my
card to see if they would
respond to it and ask for my ID.

Forever 21, CVS, Panera Bread
and McDonalds did not ask to
see my ID. Six out of the ten
places asked for my ID, I
smiled, thanked them, and
proudly showed them my newly
received license.

This problem is
occurring with the words “See
ID” on the back of my card,
which is meant to be more
secure way. Card holders who
have written their signature on
the back of their cards eliminate
the 40 percent chance to have
the cashier ask for their ID, and
instead making it possible for
anyone else to use the card,
everywhere.

Just misplacing it or if
it slips out of your pocket,
people could be spending your
money. Everyone should be
aware of the dangers that come
with an ATM/debit card, and the
security that is not always there.

An alternative to this
could be an ATM card. An ATM
card allows you to withdraw
money from your account from
an ATM, but it can not be used
at registers. Although an ATM
card could be a bit more time
consuming, in the end, it is a
safe decision.

For somebody like
me, who doesn’t carry cash at
all, an ATM card will not solve
the problem. The only thing
non-cash cardholders can do is
be more aware of the dangers
and continue to keep the “See
ID” on the back of the card.

Maybe one day the
cashiers who always seem to be
in a hurry to end their sale, will
realize that they are causing
innocent people danger each
time they ignore “See ID” on
the back of an ATM/Debit card.
Until then, be aware.

Someone’s Buying Nice Things on Your Debit Card
By: Kayla Castro

Debit/credit cards
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On Oct. 27, 2007, an
accident at the intersection of
Stanley and Dexter St. in
Attleboro injured AHS student
Nathaniel Bull (12). Bull and
friend Jeffrey Dustin (12) made
bombs out of toilet bowl cleaner
and tin foil after hearing the
idea from friends, when one
blew up in Bull’s face.

“It was our tenth time
making the bombs,” said
Dustin. This time, there was an
unfortunate outcome.  

Dustin threw his
bomb into the woods, where it
blew up. Bull wasn’t as lucky;
his exploded too soon, sending
the chemicals into his eye. Bull,
unable to see out of his left eye
was then taken to Sturdy
Memorial Hospital.

Both students regret
making the bombs.” I can’t see
out of my left eye. I was

grounded and it affected a lot
more people than I thought it
would,” said Bull.

Since the bomb went
off in his face, Bull must have
surgery on his eyes, at which
time doctors will transfer cells
from his right eye to his left
eye. Eventually, he will regain
the sight in his left eye.

A quick search on
Google.com revealed
18,300,000 pages of material
on how to make homemade
bombs. On Youtube.com there
is approximately 13,000 ways
to make a bomb from
household materials. The
Internet has made it to easy to
look up something that could
potentially be very harmful,
and who knows if the
ingredients are correct.

With this simple act
of boredom came very serious
consequence.

Home Made Bomb Causes Scare
By: Rachel Lemay
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2008 Republican Candidates
By: Jenn Robinson

When my father first
went to war, I was so scared and
worried for him. I remember
thinking that he was going to die
and I would never see him
again.

My father’s name is
Howard T. Johnston and he’s a
sergeant in the Air Force
National Guard.

On Jan. 9, 2003, my
father headed to southwest Asia
to the country of Jordan, to fight
in the war against Iraq. He was
really nervous about going to
war; it was his first time being
in an actual war.

“Overall, the
experience was a positive one.
We were pretty nervous the first
several weeks leading up to the
start of the war,” said Johnston.

His main job in Jordan
was to work on the computers
and communicate with other Air
Force units about what was
going on with the soldiers on the
front line. The communication
base is responsible for all the
phones and computers on that
base and at others.

When he was in
Jordan he actually did a lot of
things that didn’t involve
shooting, a positive thing my
step mom and I were pleased
about.

At the start of the Iraq
War, the soldiers were
extremely nervous because the
Air Force leaders felt that if and
when the soldiers attacked Iraq,

that Saddam would hit the
communication base, where my
father was stationed, with
rockets and chemical weapons.

“That was the scariest
time of the war, we didn’t know
what was going to happen to us
or the communication base,”
said Johnston.

During
that time of
worry, my
father and
the other
s o l d i e r s
slept with
gas masks
a n d
c h e m i c a l
s u i t s
everywhere
a r o u n d
them. When
the war
a c t u a l l y
started, our
s o l d i e r s
ended up
i n v a d i n g
Iraq first,
before the
Iraqis could attack the commun-
ication base.

When my father was
in Jordan, he didn’t just work
on the computers and phones;
he actually did some fun things
too. There were times when he
was able to watch DVDs, play

video games and listen to
music. That’s all he needed to
keep him occupied for a few
hours while he wasn’t working.

At his base, there was
a basketball court and a weight
tent. “I got into pretty good
shape there,” said Johnston.

At the communication
base where he was located,
there was a hospital where
soldiers who were wounded
were taken.

The food was
basically the same thing for the
first couple of weeks, a

Dedicated To Our Country
By: Janelle Johnston

Sgts. Ron Matthews (l) and Howard Johnston (r) in Jordan
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combination of Middle Eastern
and American food.

While in Jordan, he
ate salads, but a few days’ later,
soldiers were getting sick from
it so everyone stopped eating
them. The U.S military
provided food for the soldiers
in a huge “H” shaped tent called

the dinner
tent, where
e v e r y o n e
ate all their
meals.

The
f o o d
i m p r o v e d
the longer
my dad
stayed. For
breakfast he
had the
n o r m a l
types of
food like
c e r e a l ,
toast, eggs,
o m e l e t s ,
c o f f e e ,
juice, and
more.

The days that my
father spent in Jordan were
comfortable. It would be close
to 70 degrees everyday. There
were times it rained, but most
of the time it was warm and
comfortable where the

communication base was
located.

The beds the soldiers
slept in were definitely awful.
They would sleep on a cot
placed in a tent, with pillows
and blankets, but the cots were
very uncomfortable.

In the time my father
was gone I would stay at his
house more often to help out my
step mom and make sure she
had someone to talk too and
also to talk to my father at night
when he called. We missed him
so much.

“I missed my family
and home very much during my
time there, but because I was in
the Communication Unit, I was
able to call home anytime and
send emails whenever I
wanted,” Johnston said.

“I really did like the
experience. It was a good
feeling to be there in support of
our country and helping to keep
fellow Americans safe back
home. The support we received
from people back home was
incredible and kept our spirits
up,” said Johnston.

My father arrived
back in America in late May. He
was only gone for about five
months, which is really short
compared to the soldiers who
have to stay for one to two years
each time they get deployed.

“I hope that soon most
of the military can return
home,” said Johnston.

In the last edition of
The Eagle’s Eye, an article on
democrats running for President
was featured based on the
MySpace Election site.

The site, dedicated to
the 2008 presidential elections
and all of the candidates, offers
important information and links
to each candidate’s personal
Myspace page.

Republican U.S.
Senator John McCain’s
Myspace, <http://www.my
space . com/ johnmccain>,
includes his interests – sports,
hiking and history. It also allows
viewers to play John McCain
games, watch videos of
McCain’s speeches and
television ads. There is even a

video of the 71-year-old
McCain singing a Barbra
Streisand song. If that does not
attract viewers. What will?

New York City Mayor
Rudy Giuliani who has dropped
out still has a homepage which
is <http://www.myspace.com/
joinrudy2008>. Dan Meyers,
host of “Running with Rudy,”

runs this site incorporating
polls, a quick biography, slide
shows, and blogs about
Giuliani.

The third republican
on the site is California
Congressman Duncan Hunter.
This page includes that Hunter

is pro-life and supports fair
trade. It also provides videos
and links to other Hunter sites
including <http://
www.gohunter08.com>, <http:/
/youtube.com/profile?user=
gohuntergo>, and <http://dun
canhunter.meetup. com/1/>. His
MySpace link is <http://
w w w . m y s p a c e . c o m /
duncanhunter>.

Another candidate still
in the running is former
Arkansas Gov. Rev. Mike
Huckabee. On his website

The Republican Candidates for 2008

AZ U. S. Senator
John McCain

Former MA Gov.
Mitt Romney

Former AR Gov.
Rev.

Mike Huckabee

TX Congressman
Ron Paul

NY Mayor Rudy
Giuliani

CA Congressman
Duncan Hunter

<www.mikehuckabee.com>
there is information about
Huckabee, his stands on the
issues, a blog, and how to
contribute. Although Huckabee
is low in votes he has yet to
leave the race.

Republican Ron
Paul’s website,
<www.ronpaul2008.com>,
includes how to get involved,
his stand on the issues, his
supporters, media, and a store
including Ron Paul
memorabilia.

Former Mass.
Governor Mitt Romney is not

featured on the site, however,
information about him and his
campaign can be found at his
personal website <http://
www.mittromney.com>.

For more information
on the candidates and the 2008
elections, see
w w w . m y s p a c e . c o m /
election2008 or go to
CNN.com> or NPR.com.

http://www.my
space.com/johnmccain>
http://www.myspace.com/
joinrudy2008>
http://www.gohunter08.com>
/youtube.com/profile?user=
canhunter.meetup
http://www.myspace.com/
duncanhunter>
http://www.mikehuckabee.com>
http://www.ronpaul2008.com>
http://www.mittromney.com>
http://www.myspace.com/
election2008
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Mr. Bergenholtz
By: Marissa Harnpukdipatima
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Tracks to be Published
By: Sarah Surprenant

AHS physics teacher and Tracks author Peter Tarsi

Preaching the Truth
By: Rachel Lemay & Rebecca Costigan

Mark Marinella

AHS physics teacher
Peter Tarsi was in second grade
the first time he was in a play.
It may have been only three to
four minutes long, but it is his
first memory of his interest in
theater.

“I was one of a few
who wanted to do it,” Tarsi said.

Along with
participating in theater
throughout his middle and high
school years, he eventually
began to write his own work.
Tarsi wrote his first play, a
comedic murder mystery called
The Butler Did It, during his
sophomore year.

“It was awful,” said
Tarsi. “The joke was that the
family’s name was Butler.”

However, in spring
2005, Tarsi wrote a different
play. This play, Tracks, would
eventually be performed by the
AHS Drama Club in the 2006
Massachusetts High School
Drama Guild’s Festival.

The play takes place in
a grungy subway station where
a group of strangers meet.
Ultimately, they all discover
that the subway is the afterlife
and face the task of deciding
which train goes to Heaven and
which one to Hell. Tarsi’s ideas
were inspired by television.

“On the TV show Lost,
during the first season, there
was one theory that the island
was purgatory. Each character
had their own background and

story,” said Tarsi. These ideas,
combined with his own wish to
write a play set in a subway,
created the foundation for
Tracks.

Tarsi came up with the
characters – which include a
nun, a lawyer, a runaway, a
teenage couple, and a war
veteran – from his own
imagination. None of the
characters are based on real
people or past experiences.

The first draft of the
show was handwritten,
beginning with the end. Tarsi
typed and revised the second
copy, finally handing the third
to AHS English teachers Mrs.
Anna Cordeiro and Ms. Adeline
Bee in June 2005 for revision.

He received the edited copies
the following fall, along with
compliments and questions.

“I really just wanted to
see if people could understand
the themes, plot and
characters,” Tarsi said, adding,
“and for the most part, they
did.”

By the time auditions
for the 2006 MHSDG Festival
came around, Tarsi was on his
tenth draft of the script. Once
the show was cast, he revised
the show based on the voices of
the characters.

In spring 2006, Tarsi
was ready to send his script to
Playscripts, Inc.; Baker’s Plays
and the Dramatic Publishing
Company. Playscripts, Inc.

responded a year later, saying
that Tracks didn’t meet their
current needs, and Baker’s
never responded. However, on
Nov. 20, 2007, Dramatic
Publishing Company informed
Tarsi that they would publish
his script.

“It was just total
euphoria,” said Tarsi. “I had
been so busy from production
week of Miranda, and it just
wasn’t in my mindset. It
couldn’t have come during a
better week.”

Fans of Tracks
congratulated Tarsi, showing
their thrill, support and
enthusiasm. According to Tarsi,
Mrs. Glady Rotenberg was the
most overjoyed.

A new addition to the
English department has arrived.
Mr. Matthew Bergenholtz
dreamed about being a
professional skateboarder but
now he’s all grown up and
teaching junior and senior
English at AHS.

Bergenholtz is not
entirely new though. Last year
he student taught and
substituted for Mrs. Ann
Corderio when she went on
maternity leave.

Bergenholtz attended
Stonehill College where he first
studied psychology, but then
found a love for English. “I fell
in love with the campus and
people. The school had a good
reputation and a good student
to teacher ratio.” He earned his
Bachelors degree in English
and is currently working toward
his Masters in English at
Bridgewater College.

In his spare time,
Bergenholtz enjoys riding his
bike, running and watching
movies. His favorite movie is

the Royal Tenenbaums. His
favorite book is The Hitch
Hikers Guide to the Galaxy by
Douglas Adams.

 “I think Doug Adams
is funny. He has a good sense
of irony and satire,” said
Bergenholtz.

When Bergenholtz
was in school he didn’t enjoy
studying biology but he always
favored English. “I became an
English teacher because I’ve
always loved English, and I’ve
always loved to read and write
as well,” he said Bergenholtz.

Now that he has
started his career at AHS, he
feels that his experience from
substituting and student
teaching was beneficial. “I love
it here. I’ve kind of grown up
here in this professional
system,” said Bergenholtz.

He grew up in Conn.
but later moved to Easton,
Mass. to attend Stonehill
College. Now Bergenholtz
resides in Randolph.

“I’m no role model,
I’m a major league screw up,”
said Mark Marinella, who was
sent to prison at age17 for
running numbers. Once a
degenerate gambler, now an
influential speaker, he hasn’t
made a bet in 40 years.
Marinella shocked AHS
seniors in an assembly while
preaching to them about life.

“I’m here to put the
truth in your face. You don’t
have to go to college to
succeed in life,” said
Marinella, then continued
with a rant about college
graduates working at
McDonald’s “with a degree in
one hand, and flipping Big
Macs with the other,” being a
waste of years of education.

Marinella told
seniors how to make it in life.
“Don’t you dare compare
yourself to anyone else,” He
told students to respect each
other, and wouldn’t allow

anyone to talk while he or
anyone else had the floor.

 “No one likes to be
laughed at, and everyone has
the right to feel good about
themselves,” said Marinella.
He told students that although
we are taught from a young
age how it’s cool to be mean,
it’s actually cool to be nice to
people.

“He was awesome, I
thought he had a lot of
student’s attention and I think
he was right about a lot of
things, like you don’t have to
go to college to live a good
life,” said Lauren Beland.

Assistant Principal
Mr. Richard Reynolds, a good
friend of Marinella, asked him
to speak to the senior class
about drinking and driving.

Marinella said,
“How can I possibly ask you
to do something that most
adults are doing? It’s

hypocritical.” Instead, he
pleaded with seniors to think
about the consequences and
not to let their friends drive
drunk.

Seniors who went to
the assembly were very
surprised by Marinella’s
attitude and his speech
content. “For the most part he
was an excellent speaker who
made me rethink my ways,”
said Dan Silvia. 

“I thought he was
really good. He had
everyone’s attention and
respect,” said Dylan Cerreto.

“I thought Mr.
Marinella was outspoken but
inspirational,” said Brad
Mousseau.

Marinella kept the
seniors on the edges of their
seats, reminding everyone
who attended of an important
lesson taught by Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. “The truth
shall set you free.”
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Stef Howarth

Smiles for the Camera
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The Girls who were
idolized and looked up to
throughout many childhoods
are returning for a reunion tour.
That’s right Baby, Posh, Sporty,
Scary, and Ginger are back to
spice up everyone’s lives. The
Spice Girls, who spiced up the
90s as the most popular girl-
band, are back in the twenty-
first century.

A Spice Girl’s CD was
the first CD many young girls
who grew up in the 90s received
or bought. Many girls spent
their days dressing up and

dancing in their bedroom
pretending to be one of the
Spice Girls. Now the girls who
once topped the charts are all
grown up in their late 30s and
most of them have children.

“When I was little I
loved the Spice Girls music,”
said Joanna Ross (12).

The tickets for the
Spice Girl reunion tour are
going fast and many of the
shows have already sold out.
The tour started at the
beginning of Dec. and
continues through Jan. On Jan.
30, they will be at the TD

Banknorth Garden Center in
Boston and tickets range from
$125 to $1400.

“I went to a Spice
Girl’s concert when I was eight.
Now I am 17 and they are back
to play a concert like almost
nine years later; it is so
awesome,” said fan Cheryl
MacNamara (12).

This global tour is the
Spice Girls’ way to thank their
faithful fans. It will be their
goodbye and it may be their last
time performing together.

This is great because
many people who grew up

loving the Spice Girls can see
them once more performing
childhood hits.

Victoria’s Secret has
an exclusive greatest hits album
of the Spice Girls featuring 13
hits that once topped the charts.
The CD is being sold for only
$12 and includes vocal hits like
“Wannabe,” “2 Become 1,”
“Spice Up Your Life,” and their
newest single “Headlines.”

The greatest hit CD
can also be purchased online
but is not commonly found in
most stores. The black covered
CD is a little more pricy, $21.96

on amazon.com, but includes a
DVD with the music videos of
12 singles and a personal
goodbye from the Spice girls
themselves.

“The new best hits CD
reminds me of when the songs
just came out and they were so
popular,” said Lindsey
McCormick.

The greatest hits of the
Spice Girls will take people
back to a time when girl power
ruled. Anyone who listens will
want to sing or dance along with
their funky, upbeat hits.

Attack of Girl Power
By: Kristi Pedro

When it comes to making good music
and getting people to dance, the boys in Far From
Distant (FFD) know exactly what they are doing.
This pop punk band from Attleboro, Plainville
and Norton, MA makes music with lots of
inspiration from their friends, families and fans.

FFD is made up of five member: 18
year old Colin Burke (guitar and vocals), Daniel
Luther (guitar and vocals), Austin Langley
(drums), 19 year old Andrew Medeiros (synth),
and 16 year old Zachary Brock (bass guitar).

They have been making and performing
music since the beginning of 2005 when Alex
Silva (keyboard and vocals) and Medeiros
started an acoustic project that classmate Nick
Durkee later played drums for. The band at this
point wasn’t really serious about anything until
close friends Burke and Brett Rodrigues (bass
guitar) later joined in.

“We recorded some demos and played
some pretty sweet shows,” said Burke.

The band played numerous shows in
the area, spreading their music around the local

scene and getting their name known.
During summer 2006 due to location differences between Rodrigues and the band, close friend Brock took his position on bass guitar.
“I watched them play before and I thought it would be a good opportunity,” said Brock. “I really wanted to play with them.”

Far From Distant isn’t Far From Distant
By: Kayla Castro

(From left) Daniel Luther, Andrew Medeiros, Colin Burke, Zachary
Brock and Austin Langley
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Later in the year they decided to ass
close friend Luther as a third guitarist.

As they became more serious with
their music, performing and working on an
album, differences between band members
and drummer Durkee arose.

Langley agreed to replace Durkee
until a new drummer could be found; but
over time he became a permanent member.

“I’m just glad I get to be in a band
with my best friends,” said Langley.

In early summer 2007 Silva left the
band and Luther took over his vocals. The
band didn’t let the loss of another member
phase them and they proceeded to work on
recording, producing and finishing their
first album.

When Chasing Home was being put
together, the band wanted to put as many
songs on the album as possible. As they
listened to the CD and tried to find a theme
within their songs, they came up with the
title Chasing Home.

“Dan did the art work for our
cover,” said Langley.

Hap p y Valen t ine’s Day!
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Though socks are a
necessary article of clothing,
most people don’t think twice
about which socks to throw on.
Socks are one of the most
overlooked pieces of clothing,
but they can make all the
difference in an outfit. Every
type of sock exists and each one
can help people express
themselves.

One type of sock is the
knee-high style. Hot Topic in
the Emerald Square Mall sells
a variety of knee-highs ranging
from Hello-Kitty to skulls, most
cost $8.

Then there is the
infamous tube sock. At the
thought of tube socks, a person
might think 80s or athlete, but
this is not the case. Anyone can
wear tube socks; they are
comfortable and stylish. A pack
of five knee-high tube socks are
available at Journeys in the
Emerald Square Mall for only
$9.95. The assortment of colors
in each pack varies. No matter
what the outfit is, there is a pair
of tube socks to match.

There are also over-
the-knee socks (or thigh highs)
for those who want complete
leg coverage. These socks
stretch from the toes all the way
to the thigh. Striped over-the-
knee socks are the easiest to
find. Hot Topic sells colors such
as: black and white, pink and
white, red and black, and
orange and black stripes. Each
pack has one pair and costs $8.

Another kind of sock
is the long sock, reaching to

mid-calf. Mod socks from
Journeys are the perfect
example of long socks. A
variety of packages are
available at Journeys, range is
from $9.99 to $14.97
depending on whether they’re
polka dot, striped, plaid,
squares, stars, or hearts.

Toe socks are one of
the strangest types of socks.
These socks look like gloves,
but they’re for feet. Like long
socks, toe socks can be found
in any style. Knee-high toe
socks are even available.
Regular length toe socks are
available at department stores
such as JCPenney or Sears
priced from $3 to $10. Hard to
find toe socks, such as knee-
highs can be found online at
<www.SocksDreams.com> for
$6 to $16.

Even plain ankle
socks can be different and make
outfits unique. Animal print
ankle socks are available at
Journeys for $9.99. The prints
include zebra, cheetah and
snake. Very warm, fuzzy ankle
socks are also sold at Journeys
for $12.99 available in blue,
pink, orange, green, red, black
and some with stripes.

All socks at Hot Topic
and Journeys can be purchased
from their websites;
<www.HotTopic.com> and
<www.Journeys.com>.

A variety of socks can
replace normal, everyday socks
and make outfits unique,
exciting, and diverse. Socks
could change the world.

Socks Promote Uniqueness
By: Felicia Connolly

It is the year 2009 and
the world is being overrun by
mutants. Beginning in New
York City and tearing its way
outward, a virus is spreading –
infecting all life it comes in
contact with. Eventually,
humankind will be extinct, and
a new savage race will come in
to power.

Not if Will Smith can
stop it.

I Am Legend, directed
by Francis Lawrence, follows
the quest of scientist Robert
Neville (Smith) to find a cure

for the virus, which evolved
from a miracle cancer vaccine.
Neville is the lone survivor of
the pandemic, and with help
from his dog, Sam, must avoid
being killed by the mutants that
he also must save.

Unable to survive in
the light, they live in groups, in
dark, abandoned buildings, only
coming out at night. In order to
reverse the effects of the virus,
Neville must capture and
conduct tests on the mutants.
This forces him to mess with
evils that any sane man would

I Am Legend
By: Sarah Surprenant

normally stay far away from.
Neville works

diligently in an underground lab
at his home, haunted by
memories of his lost wife and
child. After testing many
different, ineffective formulas,
hope is fading fast. Struggling
to single-handedly cure “the
Infected,” Neville is driven to
insanity.

Smith’s superb acting
skills add spice to Neville’s
character, not only intensifying
action scenes, but breaking
hearts in emotional scenes.
Neville’s final decision leads to
an overall heroic ending, to
which only Smith could do
justice. Amazing visual and
sound effects add to the
cinematic experience, leaving
viewers feeling they are in the
action instead of cushy theater
seats.

The movie, based on
the book by Richard Matheson,
topped the box office during its
opening weekend. It has been
nominated for one Satellite
Award for Best Sound.
Rated PG-13 for intense
sequences of sci-fi action and
violence, I Am Legend is an
edge-of-your-seat action flick
sure to please adrenaline-
junkies.

In July 2007,
Dispatch held
a concert at
M a d i s o n
S q u a r e

Garden in NY. The concert was
a benefit to raise money
because the extreme poverty in
Zimbabwe. After three years, a
group of three musicians
decided to reunite their band,
“Dispatch,” for one last concert. 

With huge groups of
teenage fans, many counted
down the seconds until the
tickets went on sale. The July
14 night show sold out within

the first
t h i r t y
minutes, and
soon after, shows for the nights
of the thirteenth and fifteenth
were added. Tickets sold out
right away for both.

Other than selling
tickets, there were many
different ways this group
approached raising money.
Shirts, posters, and other
paraphernalia were sold at the
concerts and donation booths
were set up for those who
wanted to give more. “I bought

Dispatch: Zimbabwe
By: Carly Barone

Dispatch at “Zimbabwe
 Benefit Concert”
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a sweatshirt for myself and
knew the money was going to a
good cause,” said Charlotte
Germain (11).

Chad Urmston, Pete
Heimbold, and Brad Corrigan
shared their music, a
combination of reggae, ska,
folk, and rap all blended
together. Along with hearing
their favorite songs, people
were made aware of the poverty
around the world and the living
conditions of those specifically
in Zimbabwe. A movie was
shown on the big screen telling
the story of Zimbabwe and the
help they need.

Disease, famine and
injustice are just the beginning
of the problems in Zimbabwe.
These issues of hunger and
illness, that the inhabitants there
have to face everyday
encouraged and inspired
Dispatch and thousands of other
people to take a stand on the
matter. “The fact that the
concert was to raise money
made me feel like I was helping
out, which I really was.” said
Germain (11).

The atmosphere in the
stadium was one of love and

caring. Everyone came
together to work on one
common goal and had fun
listening to their favorite
songs at the same time. 

The Crocs
Company, who manufactures
rubber footwear, decided to
take part in the concert and
donated 10,000 pairs of crocs
to the Dispatch Foundation
for the residents of
Zimbabwe. For each pair of
used Crocs donated, the
company donated a new pair
to Dispatch. Crocs is no
longer donating with
Dispatch, but continues to
donate shoes through other
partners like “Brother ’s
Brother.” This foundation was
started for “Connecting
people’s resources with
people’s needs” according to
their website <http://
www.brothersbrother.org/
index. htm>.

Today money is still
being collected in support of
the people living in
Zimbabwe and The Dispatch
Foundation continues to raise
money, along with supporters
like Crocs.
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